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OPERATOR LOG

KEY:

Occupants (Occ./Ox. _?)
Proxy Entities (PX)markedwith ()??~, in the form (Fxn)Source+#~, e.g. (Tech)O8~
Projections (PR) marked with ??^, in the form Source+#^, e.g. H3^
Rooms (Rm./Rs.) marked with #-location (letter may be used to indicate Zone)
- Rms. are numbered on x-y-z axis; Stairwells (Floors connected+Letter(1-26;)
- (PR/PX spaces marked addit. with corresponding end-tag symbols)
Awareness Level (A_#) (e.g. _G=A_3)
Names/Titles will replace letter designations retroactively if attributable.
In all unknown cases, let x=x?, with added char. as necessary.
(e.g. unknown entity accompanying J = xJ1)

Entries- [Category+Speaker-Instance]
(Ex. 36SF-3: Entry NO. 36, 3rd Sample/Entry (Chronologically) from Occupant
_F.
Chrono. sample no. may be retroactively adjusted as necessary.)

CATEGORIES:
I=Incident (recorded, witnessed, intercepted, etc.)
S=Submission from Source

ENTRY FORMAT:
Categorized tag: entry title
Date received - Form - Site received (indicate if not by O)
[Nature of entry, indicate Rs.
Useful data, salient quotes, movements or change]
{Indicate Speaker and Ox. _?; Identify with # if unconfirmed.}
-Line_break-
Notes: on response, directives, correlations, etc. Indicate “EDIT:” if necessary.

AWARENESS LEVELS: (abbv. A_#)
1: Full awareness of EH schema. Understands implications with real world.
May perform complex functions within EH bardo as in proxy/proj./manipulation
activity.
Designation ACTIVE AGENT

2: Limited awareness of EH schema. Does not understand connection to real
world. May perform limited functions within EH bardo. Susceptible to manipu-
lation/corruption.
Designation SLEEPY AGENT
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3: Very limited awareness of the EH framework, with no understanding of EH
bardo or connection to real world. Layer appears as dream only, with some
memory/ordering.
Manipulation/corruption is possible, though resistance varies upon individual.
Designation ACTIVE DREAMER

4: No awareness of EH framework, limited to no lucidity or awareness of dream-
ing.
Note: If encountered, approach with caution and proactive care. Responses
may vary. Vulnerable to manipulation and corruption and consistently preyed
upon.
Designation PASSIVE DREAMER

5: PROXY CREATURE. Individual awareness and will are extremely limited,
though have been noted. Controlled by will of external entities. Almost always
recognizable in form as terrestrial, most likely as interpretive camouflage origi-
nating in host entity.
Treat as dangerous if encountered in wild - EH STAFF must track details of
such incidents extremely carefully, with media corroboration if possible. Addit.
classification of (1-3) used to indicate age/strength, with 3 denoting highly tem-
porary and/or unstable. No proxy creature has been observed as permanent
or incorruptible.

6: PROJECTION. Entirely originating from master entities or projecting dream-
ers. Will/intention/agency is unknown, depending on context, intensity, and
power of master.

7: INANIMATE On very rare occasions, it is necessary to designate the aware-
ness of objects and structures within the EH context, for such constructions are
charged and affirmed. Such behavior has been only noted to be structurally
motivated, i.e. bound by rules of the constructions in and out of the control of
the Operator and Staff.

INANIMATE BEHAVIORS:
(TBT)

LAYER TYPES:
The Hotel - no personal locations are indicated as related to subj. and occur
with structural characteristics (i.e. doors, hallways, etc.)

Pathotic Dreams - indicated by personal setting and context; cautiously esti-
mated to be internal projections occurring on a different layer than the Hotel.
-*unverified-
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Projections - Projected setting and context may constitute different bardo/layers,
may occur within or without the Hotel, and may bear any range of resemblance
to recognizable consensus-reality or Hotel infrastructure. Extreme caution must
be used in differentiating external Projections and Pathotic Dream, to the extent
that overwhelming data supports a designation at all.

Abstract and otherwise experiences may be labeled Layer X. It is virtually im-
possible to make distinct any EH unknown zones from different layers or other-
wise areas.

ZONE TYPES:
EH Infrastructure (Hallways, rooms, excluding notes Stem Zones)
Stable Transit/Unstable Transit
Land/Outdoor Zones (Proximity to structures)
Stem Zones - Grid hallways indicate what constitutes the un-differentiated, or
open-zone
areas of the EH, what may be called the Stem Zones, comprising of the maxi-
mum entropy
that may be contained within the EH structure.
Abstract/Outer Zones (!?!)
Pocket Zones (!?!)
Wild Zones (!?!)

(DEGREES OF STABILITY TBT)

MAP OF LOCATIONS:

Lobby
-Astral Lounge
-Operator Desk (devices)
-Main elevator
-Main staircase
-Staircases 1-4

Un-designated Suite - (“EH Suite”)
Union Shop Dance Club and OZ (Outdoor Zone) Patio (“Bright Sunrise Outside
the USDC”)

[*Unknown Rm. (1SB-1, 2CI-1)]
[*Basement of 3rd Floor (1SB-1)]
[*Blue Ceiling Room (3SC-1)]
[*Gold Grass Land-Zone (3SC-1)]
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Documented Zone Codes:
A- “Atrium” includes Lobby
B- Basement 1 (Beneath Atrium)
C- Complex 1 (contains USDC and links structurally to OZ-C) (linked room sys-
tem)
D-
E-
F- Field Suite (includes 4-4-2 and 4-4-7) Land Zones interrupted by unexplored
complex)
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